AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL MEETING
MONTICELLO CITY COUNCIL
Monday, April 12, 2021 – 4:30 p.m.
Monticello Community Center
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. 4:30 p.m.

Discussion Regarding Soccer Club Lease

3. 4:45 p.m.

Joint Planning Commission/City Council Meeting – Concept Stage Planned
Unit Development Proposal for a 100-Unit Townhome Residential
Development
Applicant: Baldur Real Estate, LLC (Peter Stalland)

4. Adjournment

AGENDA
SPECIAL MEETING - MONTICELLO PLANNING COMMISSION
Monday, April 12th, 2021 - 4:45 p.m.
Mississippi Room, Monticello Community Center
City Council:
Commissioners:
Staff:

Mayor Lloyd Hilgart, Charlotte Gabler, Jim Davidson, Sam Murdoff, Brian
Hudgins
Paul Konsor, John Alstad, Andrew Tapper, Alison Zimpfer, and Eric Hagen
Angela Schumann, Steve Grittman (NAC), and Ron Hackenmueller

1. General Business
A. Call to Order
2. Joint Meeting Agenda
A. Concept Stage Planned Unit Development Proposal for a 100-Unit Townhome
Residential Development
Applicant: Baldur Real Estate, LLC (Peter Stalland)
3. Adjournment

NORTHWEST ASSOCIATED CONSULTANTS, INC.
__________________________________________________________________
4150 Olson Memorial Highway, Ste. 320, Golden Valley, MN 55422
Telephone: 763.957.1100
Website: www.nacplanning.com

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Angela Schumann
Mayor Hilgart and Monticello City Council
Monticello Planning Commission

FROM:

Stephen Grittman

MEETING DATE:

April 13, 2021

RE:

Monticello – Stalland/G-Cubed – Townhouse Development
Concept PUD Review

NAC FILE NO:

191.07 – 21.06

PLANNING CASE NO:

2021-010

PROPERTY ID:

155-098-000030 (Part)

Proposal and Project Description.
This memorandum reviews the elements of a proposed concept plan for a Planned Unit
Development located within the area known as “Chelsea Commons”, currently the
subject of a Small Area Plan effort.
The parcel is bounded by Edmonson Avenue on the east, the proposed “Chelsea
Commons” water/open space project on the west, and an electric transmission line on
the south. The development parcel consists of approximately 10.7 acres in area but is
currently an unsubdivided portion of a larger 31.54 acre parcel.
The entire parcel is currently vacant. The area is guided as “Commercial-Residential
Flex”, a mixed-use designation within the Monticello 2040 Plan. As noted, the City is
working through the development of a Small Area Plan for the 100-acre area which
includes this site. The land use and design process for Chelsea Commons – and how
this project fits into that process - is discussed more thoroughly below.
The submittal proposes the conversion of the property from its current commercial
zoning of B-4 (Regional Business) to a residential use. The residential land use would

be consistent within the Comprehensive Plan accommodations for mixed-use.
The presented concept creates a series of looping private roads accessing from a single
point along Edmonson to serve 7 single-loaded townhouse buildings totaling 40 units,
and 6 “back-to-back” townhouse buildings, with a total of 60 dwelling units, 100 units in
all.
There are a series of issues to address with this application.
1. First is the compatibility of the project with the expectations of the City in
developing the Chelsea Commons area. To maximize the benefits of the public
infrastructure, it is expected that development in the study area will be designed
to take full advantage of those spaces. In this regard, the City is proposing to
aggregate what are typically individual site development requirements (such as
stormwater ponding, open and landscaped green space, and public road
access), into a consolidated unified public system that serves all of the study
area uses. Similar to the Deephaven project, these initial development proposals
provide context to the developing framework for the overall Plan. The Planning
Commission and Council’s feedback regarding this proposal’s relationship to the
vision for the Chelsea Commons area will be valuable to the developer as they
consider their plans.
2. Second, because the City expects to make significant investments in the public
improvements for Chelsea Commons, it is also expected that development in the
study area will be intense enough to pay its share of the costs.
3. Third, the proposal in the current concept plan relies on a system of private
elements, including streets, parking, building design, etc., to serve the project.
The adequacy of those elements for typical day-to-day use – and their
compliance with basic City of Monticello zoning requirements - must also be
addressed.
4. Fourth, provision of public spaces as a typical dedication requirement of PUD
and platting. The site plan anticipates full build-out of the 10 acres, with the
location of public space (stormwater and park lands) significantly left for other
parcels. The resolution of the contribution of those spaces to the Chelsea
Commons plan will need to be resolved as an ongoing aspect of the proposed
plan review process.
PUD & Application Process.
The project requires a PUD as it proposes to develop land with a mix of residential
buildings that will rely on private access. In addition, certain aspects of site design may
require flexibility from the zoning and subdivision ordinance. The developer has elected
to take advantage of the optional PUD Concept review (the subject of this report).
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For the project to proceed, there are a series of City approvals that will be required.
Further approvals would include the following:
o Preliminary and Final Plats subdividing the subject property as a single
residential parcel, and determining if other parcels from the larger 31.5 acre land
are for public purposes;
o Rezoning to PUD, Planned Unit Development District;
o Development and Final Stage PUD reviews.
The current proposal is for a PUD Concept Plan review, which is not a formal zoning
application, but is intended to provide the proposer an opportunity to gather City
feedback on a potential development proposal prior to more formal zoning review and
the extensive supporting materials that such reviews require. The Planning Commission
and City Council meet in joint session and will have the opportunity to review the
project, ask questions of the proposer, and provide comment as to the issues and
elements raised by the project.
The neighboring property owners have been notified of the meeting, but it is not a
formal public hearing. The Council and Commission may take public comment as they
deem appropriate.
However, it is vital that Planning Commission and City Council members engage in a
frank and open discussion of the project benefits and potential issues. The Concept
PUD Proposal process is most valuable when the proposers have the opportunity to
understand how the City is likely to look at the project and the potential issues it
presents. In this way, the subsequent land use and development details can be more
finely tuned to address City policy elements.
This memorandum provides an overview of the project and will serve as an outline for
the discussion. No formal approval or denial is offered for a Concept Review.

PUD Concept Review Criteria.
Informal Concept Plan review is separate from the formal PUD. The Ordinance
identifies the purpose of Planned Unit Development as follows:
(1) Purpose and Intent
The purpose of the Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning district is to
provide greater flexibility in the development of neighborhoods and nonresidential areas in order to maximize public values and achieve more
creative development outcomes while remaining economically viable and
marketable. This is achieved by undertaking a process that results in a
development outcome exceeding that which is typically achievable
through the conventional zoning district. The City reserves the right to
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deny the PUD rezoning and direct the developer to re-apply under the
standard applicable zoning district.
PUD Concept reviews are to proceed as follows:
(a) PUD Concept Proposal
Prior to submitting formal development stage PUD, preliminary plat
(as applicable) and rezoning applications for the proposed
development, the applicant may, at its option, prepare an informal
concept plan and present it to the Planning Commission and City
Council at a concurrent work session, as scheduled by the
Community Development Department. The purpose of the Concept
Proposal is to:
1. Provide preliminary feedback on the concept plan in
collaboration between the applicant, general public, Planning
Commission, and City Council;
2. Provide a forum for public comment on the PUD prior to a
requirement for extensive engineering and other plans.
3. Provide a forum to identify potential issues and benefits of the
proposal which can be addressed at succeeding stages of PUD
design and review.
The intent of Concept Proposal review is to consider the general acceptability of the
proposed land use and identify potential issues that may guide the City’s later
consideration of a full PUD application.

Staff Preliminary Comments and Issues.
For this proposal, the primary considerations evident at this point in the process include
the following elements:
a. Land Use and the Chelsea Commons Plan.
As stated above, the proposed land use plan guides the property
“Commercial-Residential Flex”, a Mixed-use designation. The property has
long been expected to develop as business property under the B-4 zoning.
However, the City recently acknowledged the advantage of reconsidering
some of its large stock of vacant commercial land for multi-family residential.
Specific to this area, the City has authorized the Chelsea Commons Small
Area Plan study. The Planning Commission and City Council are asked to
consider this concept proposal in advance of a completed Small Area Plan.
Currently, the Chelsea Commons study is in the process of consolidating
work session expressions of support for a hybrid design from the three
concepts presented in the past few weeks.
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Based on the feedback received, the consolidated plan anticipates the
removal of Dundas Road so the combined north and south pools of the
created lake will connect, and Dundas traffic would be diverted along collector
routes around the Commons area. In addition, the plan is adopting the
broader consensus land use pattern of a grid-oriented development pattern.
This pattern reflects historical Monticello development patterns, including the
connections between development and both the main thoroughfares and the
waterfront. The comments continue to reinforce the pond as the central
amenity to the project area.
Also as noted above, the expectation of the Chelsea Commons study process
is that the private development in the area will capitalize on the public
infrastructure and open space. Orientation of private development toward,
and interaction with, the public space is strongly encouraged to capitalize best
on both the public and private investments.
b. Overall Site Plan.
The plan illustrates private roads serving 7 single-loaded townhouse buildings
and 6 “back-to-back” townhouse buildings, for a total of 100 units.
Planning staff would encourage three significant changes to the proposed
townhouse site plan.
o Road Alignment. First would be to realign the street pattern to match the
north-south orientation of Edmonson and re-emphasize the grid pattern
that creates long views along the public and private axes. The proposed
townhouse plan is laid out along a grid-like pattern but is canted off the
north-south alignment of Edmonson. Moreover, it creates a relatively solid
line of single-loaded townhomes along the public area, cutting off much of
the development’s visual and physical access to the waterfront.
o Common Area/Public Space Access. Second, the plan should be
reworked to open up the public access from the other units within the
development – creating the private common areas along the public edge.
This will have the effect of improving the connection between the bulk of
the residential development and expanding the impression of the open
space edge between public and private areas.
Without these changes, the majority of the project turns its back on the
public improvements which are supposed to be the primary attraction and
amenity of the Chelsea Commons area – the pond and open space, which
is a foundational idea for the conversion from commercial to residential on
within this area of the proposed Chelsea Commons project.
o Entrance Access Road. Planning staff would suggest a more enhanced
access drive from Edmonson Avenue, utilizing the space shown between
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units for a divided median parkway entrance, landscaping of the central
median, and terminating at or near the common amenity space at the
edge of the public waterfront. This entrance design would create a more
notable entrance experience, before turning down the side-access drives
to the individual unit driveways.
Moreover, this design would create a view of the common amenity area
and open space, opening the public space more significantly for all
tenants, even for the short time they use the entrance road.
c. Internal Site Planning.
The plan shows a series of single-loaded and “back-to-back” townhouse
buildings, ranging from four to ten units each. As noted, the total unit count is
100 units on the ten acre site, a very dense number for units of this type, at
almost 10 units per acre. Staff would suggest that significant density is likely
necessary to support the overall Chelsea Commons concept, but only if
consistent with and furthers the other goals of the overall concept.
o Infrastructure. The density for the site is achieved in two ways. First, the
site is fully built, directing common on-site development requirements to
other areas outside the development site boundary. One of these is
stormwater, which the City encourages under the Chelsea Commons
concept to create the public lake space. Another is park and open space,
again a part of the Chelsea Commons plan.
o Access Drive Width. The second way in which the site plan increases
density, is through shrinking the access drives and parking space depths.
In similar projects of this type, the City has required a minimum street
width of 24 or 26 feet to accommodate internal two-way traffic. The Fire
Department staff notes that current firefighting equipment would require at
least 24 feet to facilitate its deployment. The current plan shows access
drive widths of 20 feet.
o Parking Space Depth. With regard to parking space depth, the plan also
shows a 20 foot dimension. The City has typically looked for at least 22
feet of depth in these arrangements due to the common size of large
pickup trucks or take-home commercial vehicles that can populate
housing of this design. Many of those vehicles are at least 20 feet in
length and given the need to provide a foot or so of clearance from garage
door fronts, a 20 foot parking depth results in vehicles hanging out into the
access drives.
Thus, rather than the 60 feet of “face to face” building separation, the City
commonly looks for 70 feet, if not more.
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o Building Depth. The architecture of the buildings also contributes to the
overall dimensional constriction within the site. The buildings rely on a
two-story residential design, with a two-car garage footprint that is
essentially attached to the front of the unit, only a portion of which is
covered by second-story livable space. This increases depth of the
building overall, and thus, puts pressure on the dimensions of the
property.
As noted, the proposer have responded to this dimension issue by
squeezing depth out of the space between buildings, reducing open space
within the site. An alternative building design – one that is more urban in
character – would fully incorporate the garage area into the livable area
footprint, creating a shallower building depth.
There are many examples of this style of building around the greater Twin
Cities area. Some varying style examples are provided as supporting
data.
o Parking. The site plan shows very little overflow or visitor parking. A
limited number of spaces are provided near the clubhouse building. Due
to the street configuration (even if expanded to meet the dimensions
recommended by staff), no on-street parking would be possible. Planning
staff would recommend including scattered visitor parking around the site
to accommodate the need for parking beyond the minimal areas shown. It
is not uncommon to seek one additional visitor space for each 3 or 4 units,
resulting in the need for between 25 and 35 visitor spaces.
d. Building Materials and Architecture.
As discussed above, the architecture of the buildings is relatively “suburban”
in character. Planning staff would encourage a more urban look with
additional architectural detailing, creating more traditional row-house design.
This would reflect the formal lines of the development pattern encouraged in
the Chelsea Commons area, as well as help address the building spacing
issues discussed above.
The proposers have submitted additional building materials information,
through a series of illustrations. The “front” elevations include brick along the
lower level around the garages, and a portion of the side room extensions on
the end of the 10 unit buildings. Other materials include board and batten
siding on both lower and upper levels, and lapped siding in the gables. No
materials for the siding are specified.
The rear elevation of the buildings that would face the public space are
relatively flat and have little character. Large walls separate small private
patio spaces. Because the single-loaded designs in this layout face public
areas, the visual appeal of those facades would be important to the perceived
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quality of the project. These areas would benefit greatly from more attention,
perhaps with small garden walls, enhanced building relief, and enhanced
landscaping.

The garage design raises a separate issue. There are two spaces shown on
the provided floor plans. However, interior dimensions of the garages are
approximately 19 feet wide by 20 feet deep. This garage size is barely
functional and raises issues for door swing and vehicle depth. A passenger
exiting the vehicle door from the right-side stall may have difficulty moving
around a larger vehicle to enter the unit. The same issue could occur for the
driver-side on the left stall.
While the drawings show storage in the garage – a definite positive – this
storage would often be inaccessible with cars parked in the garage. All of this
means that vehicles will often likely be parked outside in the driveways. This
condition will create an additional feeling of crowding within the site. The
City’s zoning ordinance requires garage sizes of 450 square feet in the R-2
District (the base district that would allow townhouses). The proposed garage
floor area is approximately 380 square feet.
e. Open Space.
Open space for the project area is intended to be consolidated with a
community building in the midst of the proposed project. Planning staff
recommends that this common neighborhood space be moved to the public
edge of the project area to the west to take advantage of access – visual and
physical – to the lakefront amenity.
The site plan shows an internal sidewalk extending from the pathway along
Edmonson to the clubhouse site along the entry drive. Additional pathways
extend along the north and south boundaries between Edmonson and the
future lakefront boundary line. These pathways serve as important
connections to the public pond area with the notations that the internal
entrance drive and common area/clubhouse building site would be
straightened and placed at the lakefront edge as well, extending this path
along the full length of the entrance drive to the lakefront, and that the north
and south paths should be publicly accessible.
Because circulation within the project is likely to constricted even if the access
drives are expanded, planning staff would recommend consideration of a
private connecting roadway to the future development site to the south. This
would facilitate more efficient internal circulation, as well as better firefighting
access if that were to be necessary. That connection would be within the
power line easement area and could be designed to work with landscaping in
that easement to enhance the view lines and detract from the overhead wires
and towers.
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f. Landscaping.
The proposers have not provided a landscape plan for the site at this stage,
instead suggesting that a more detailed plan would be developed if the project
proceeds to the next stage of review. The proposer’s project examples from
other sites illustrate a rich landscape scheme, including both plant materials,
site elements such as plazas, lighting, topography changes, boulder walls, and
similar elements.
These aspects of the project would be important to sustaining the City’s desire
for the Chelsea Commons area, both in the private and public spaces of the
site.
In addition, grading plans to work with the lower lake level will be critical to
ensure that the site is accessible to the public spaces, and that those grades
can be used to the advantage of the landscape, and to avoid a flat expanse of
lawngrass. This landscape would include an intensive planting plan for the
staff’s central entrance drive, separated landscaped median, and abutting
green spaces. It would also include an attractive landscape amenity along the
boundary pathways on the north and south ends of the site.
g. Engineering.
The City Engineer has provided a separate letter of comment which is an
exhibit to this document. Included among these comments is a discussion
regarding the site ponding and its relationship to the overall Chelsea
Commons central pond feature.
Summary.
The following summary comments are listed here for the City officials’ focus and
recommendations to the developer, as well as for the developer’s subsequent site and
building planning. The notes listed here acknowledge that a significant amount of detail
would need to be added if the project proceeds to a more advanced stage of review.
Staff would suggest that the series of comments regarding design details are significant
for this project due to the City’s interest in achieving the greater principles that have
emerged for the Chelsea Commons project area. The timing of this proposal relative to
the progress on the Small Area Plan requires that these details be evaluated
concurrently.
If City officials have other comments to add or wish to modify any of these comments,
that discussion should occur at the upcoming joint work session.
1. Reorient the street pattern to follow the north-south grid pattern identified in the
sketch-level plans for Chelsea Commons from the “Cardinal Points” concept
plan.
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2. Revise the entrance drive to an east-west drive extending from Edmonson to the
edge of the lakefront boundary.
3. Include pedestrian walkways along this entrance drive.
4. Relocate the common amenities for the project to the terminus at the westerly
edge of the project area, adjacent to the lakefront.
5. Redesign the entrance road to be a split landscaped median roadway.
6. Redesign the internal access drives to be at least 24 feet in width.
7. Redesign the individual driveways to be at least 22 feet in depth.
8. Redesign the building architecture to expand garage size to 450 square feet,
including additional depth and width.
9. Redesign the buildings to a more urban architecture, with additional architectural
detailing and with less of the garage protruding from the livable building line.
10. Redesign the rear elevation of the single-loaded townhouses to avoid the flat,
unadorned building impression.
11. Add landscaping and more private rear yard amenities to those spaces to
enhance the views of the project from the surrounding roads, paths, and from the
lakefront public use area.
12. Add substantial landscaping along the common area drive and amenity building,
as well as along the perimeter pathways to enhance both the public and private
spaces.
13. Work with the grading plan to provide a variety of topographical changes and
enhance those areas with landscaping, boulders, walls, and site elements.
14. Consider addition of a driveway extension to the south to add a connection to the
adjoining property.
15. Incorporate the comment of the City Engineer, including those relating to the
management of stormwater for the site and as related to the central Chelsea
Commons pond.
16. Other comments provided by staff and/or City officials as a part of the joint
review.
SUPPORTING DATA
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Aerial Site Image
Applicant Narrative
Concept Site Plan
Floorplans
Elevations
Project Photos
City Engineer’s Comment Letter, dated March 31st, 2021
NAC Site Plan Sketch
Sample Building Product Visuals
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J. Chelsea Commons Concept Sketch
K. Chelsea Commons Small Area Plan Project Information
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Baldur Real Estate, LLC | Concept Stage Planned Unit Development
Legal: Outlot C, Monticello Business Center | PID: 155-098-000030

364 ft

Created by: City of Monticello

ENGINEERING
SURVEYING
PLANNING
March 18, 2021
City of Monticello
Attn: Angela Schumann
505 Walnut Street, Suite 1
Monticello, MN 55362
RE: Concept Plan submittal for joint Council/Planning workshop discussion
Dear Angela,
Enclosed is a concept plan for the proposed project by Peter Stalland within a portion of Outlot C,
Monticello Business Center. The project contains 100 for rent units on 10.7 acres (9.35 units/acre). The
buildings would be in two styles. The perimeter structures would be 4 to 6 unit row style buildings while
the interior units would by 10 unit buildings with oversized garages on either side. Both building styles
would be two story units providing significantly more square footage than conventional rental units.
Conceptual building layouts and elevations are also enclosed for your review and comments.
First Iteration
When Mr. Stalland first looked at the site, the location proposed was at the intersection of School
Boulevard and Edmonson Avenue with access coming from the School Boulevard. We were provided
information depicting the City’s plan for the regional lake layout and compiled base maps which
identified boundary constraints such as the overhead power line running through Outlot C. Due to the
geometry of the site and the style of buildings targeted, that location simply did not lay out well for a
targeted 10 units/acre. Mr. Stalland then received approval from the owner to look at the area north of the
power lines which is how the 10.7 acre site was created.
Project Boundary
The 10.7 acres site is bound by ownership on the north, Edmonson Ave on the east, the overhead power
line on the south, a somewhat arbitrary line on the west. The west boundary was established using a
combination of the area needed for the buildings as well as providing the green space depicted around the
proposed lake.
Building and Drive/Parking Layout
Thru multiple iterations and building footprints, the current concept provides a good mix of unit styles
within the two building styles. There are a mix of 2 and 3 bedroom units and all of the units provide 2 car
garages. A centrally located clubhouse is proposed which will provide an office location as well as party
room, open area for activities and bathroom facilities for attached recreation area for residents and their
visitors. All drives will be private. The access to the site is in line with Farmstead Drive with a 24 foot
entrance drive extending to the west. Interior drives are 20 feet wide with 20 feet from drive edge to
garage door to allow for vehicle parking outside the garage. This reduces the number of spillover parking
spaces required for visitors. The only additional parking spaces are those depicted in front of the
clubhouse which would likely be visitors to the site.

14070 Highway 52 Southeast, Chatfield, Minnesota 55923
Phone 507-867-1666  Fax 507-867-1665  www.ggg.to

Pedestrian Facilities
A sidewalk will be required along Edmonson Avenue. Typically this is located just within the public
right of way. We are proposing the sidewalk meander into the development as the direction of the
buildings along Edmonson is at a slight skew from being parallel. This additional space allows for some
deviation which can greatly enhance the aesthetics of the site when properly landscaped with both
boulevard and site plantings. Interior sidewalks provide connections to the clubhouse as well as the
future public area around the proposed lake. Within the site, residents can walk on the interior drives as
all have low traffic counts and speed is not a concern in such short drive lengths.
Landscaping
The trees depicted on this concept plan are not to be considered a landscape plan. Mr. Stalland has a
professional landscape architect prepared to provide a detailed plan. The early stage timing of this
submittal limits the level of detail we wanted to expend. The intent of the trees shown is to show that the
meandering sidewalk and greenspace between Edmonson Ave allows for a number of plantings to be
provided. We have discussed creating raised planting beds where stone and berms can be placed to create
topographical variation. This combination can provide a buffer of views from Edmonson while providing
privacy for residents abutting the public roadway.
Utilities and Connections
Sanitary Sewer and Water main are available in School Boulevard along with a waterline stub near
Farmstead Drive NE. There is no storm sewer for connection so all treatment will need to be provided
onsite or as part of a larger stormwater project with the city. We did perform initial calculations for
Water Quality Volume and the green spaces appear to have adequate area for shallow depressions for the
quantity of runoff that is required to be infiltrated per the MPCA NPDES permit. The expectation is that
most runoff will be routed south to the area of the overhead power lines where it can then be directed west
to the future lake. We will work with City Public Works on our design of pipes and drainage
characteristics.
A single street connection at Farmstead Drive is proposed. We are aware that the west side of Edmonson
Ave will need to be widened and curb installed to make the roadway an urban section. Once survey data
is collected, the elevations and stormwater components will be designed. Where utility connections
disturb street sections, the impacts and associated detours/temporary closures will need to be approved
and permitted with the City.
Process Forward
We understand this project will require the City to make decisions on the small area plan referred to as the
“Chelsea Commons”. This will include establishing zoning to allow for the PUD this project will
required. In reviewing the options recently provided, this site location and layout does fit within the
targeted guidelines within the boundaries we have to work within. The layout, architecture, landscaping
and amenities will make this the signature development that is sought. We ask to be heard at the next
available Council/Planning workshop.
If you any questions or comments, feel free to call.
Thank you,
Mark R. Welch, PE
Cc:

Peter Stalland - developer

G-Cubed Inc., 14070 Highway 52 Southeast, Chatfield, Minnesota 55923
Phone 507-867-1666  Fax 507-867-1665  www.ggg.to
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March 31, 2021

Matt Leonard
City Engineer/Public Works Director
City of Monticello
505 Walnut Street, Suite 1
Monticello, MN 55362

701 XENIA AVENUE S | SUITE 300 | MINNEAPOLIS, MN | 55416 | 763.541.4800 | WSBENG.COM

Re:

Chelsea Commons Townhomes
Concept Stage PUD Plan Review
City Project No. 2021-010
WSB Project No. R-017894-000

Dear Mr. Leonard:
We have reviewed the conceptual stage PUD site plans dated March 18, 2021. The applicant
proposes to construct 100 for rent townhome units on a site with approximately 9.4 acres in size.
The engineering plans and documents were reviewed for general conformance with the City of
Monticello’s general engineering and stormwater treatment standards. We offer the following
comments regarding these matters.
General
1. A more detailed review of the development plans will be conducted when the applicant
submits a complete set of civil plans and a stormwater management report.
Site & Utilities
2. Streets and utilities shall be designed in accordance with the applicable City Subdivision
Ordinances and the City’s General Specifications and Standard Details Plates for Street
and Utility Construction.
3. The applicant has shown a network of pedestrian path connections on the concept plan.
Extend the trail along Edmonson Avenue south to School Boulevard. There is an existing
pedestrian path located on the north side of Farmstead Drive east of Edmonson Avenue;
a connection to Edmondson Avenue on the north side of the site access should be
provided.
4. The applicant has provided preliminary watermain and sanitary sewer plans showing a
connection to the existing systems on School Boulevard to the south and Edmonson
Boulevard to the east. Watermain looping will be required through the site to provide
adequate fire flow supply. Additional utility stubs to adjacent properties may also be
required to accommodate future looping connections.
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5. The building department will review required fire hydrant location(s) and emergency
vehicle access/circulation. Fire truck circulation will need to accommodate the City’s
ladder truck, provide an exhibit showing turning movements.

Traffic & Access
6. Based on the proposed site plan the anticipated traffic generation would be 732 vehicle
per day (vpd), 46 AM peak hour trips and 56 PM peak hour trips, assuming 100
townhome units on the site. Edmonson Avenue is classified as a Minor Collector
roadway in the City’s 2040 Comprehensive Plan. Edmonson Avenue has an estimated
existing ADT of 1750vpd north of School Boulevard.
7. The proposed access to the site is located on Edmonson Avenue at Farmstead Drive,
approximately 900 ft north of School Boulevard. The existing width of Farmstead Drive is
38 ft. The plan shows a 24 ft width on the proposed Site access road approaching
Edmondson Avenue. The width of the access road should be widened from Edmonson
Avenue to the first circulation driveway, to match the existing Farmstead Avenue width.
8. Currently there are no turn lanes provided on Edmonson Avenue at the Farmstead
Drive/Site access road. As part of the Chelsea Commons development small area plan a
Traffic Study will be completed by the City to document the future traffic needs on
Edmonson Avenue.
9. A sight line analysis should be completed at the proposed site access/driveway. Provide
a detail/exhibit with considerations for landscaping, monument sign(s) or other features
that could limit sight distances.

Storm Sewer & Stormwater Management
10. The applicant will be required to submit a stormwater management plan for the proposed
development in accordance with the requirements in the City’s Design Manual. With
future submittals, provide a plan showing storm sewer and stormwater ponding/treatment
locations.
11. The development will need to maintain existing flow rates for the 2-year, 10-year, and
100-yr rainfall events.
12. The new site will need to provide onsite volume control for runoff of 1.1” over the new
impervious area, Pre-treatment measures are required prior to discharging to the volume
control BMPs. If the volume control requirement is met, the water quality control standard
shall be considered satisfied.
13. An operation and maintenance plan for all stormwater BMPs is required and should be
submitted with the stormwater management report for review.
14. The site is outside of the DWSMA and is not subject to requirements of the City’s
Wellhead Protection Plan.
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Grading, Erosion Control, & SWPPP
15. A Grading plan and erosion/sediment control sheets were not provided with the concept
plan. Include these sheets with a future complete set of civil plans.
16. An NPDES/SDS Construction Storm Water General Permit (CSWGP) shall be provided
with the grading permit or with the building permit application for review, prior to
construction commencing.
17. A more detailed review of erosion/sediment control plans will be conducted with future
submittals.
Wetland & Environmental
18. The applicant should submit a Level 1 Desktop Delineation or other wetland review to
provide documentation about the natural or incidental status of wetlands within the
project area. This will allow the proper review and paperwork to be completed for the site
to meet WCA rules.
Please have the applicant provide a written response addressing the comments above. Feel free
to contact me at 763-287-8532 if you have any questions or comments regarding the engineering
review.
Sincerely,
WSB

James L. Stremel, P.E.
Senior Project Manager

